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Vincent D’Angelo is global director of Corporate Development and Strategic Alliances with CSC. With his 20+ years of experience, Vincent has a deep understanding of the digital business ecosystem inclusive of brand protection, phishing, fraud and the cybersecurity of domain names, certificates and the domain name system (DNS). He's an industry recognized subject matter expert helping the world’s most valuable brands mitigate related business risks with the development of best practices, policies, and strategies. He's also a dynamic forward-thinker, keeping a pulse on the impact of emerging technologies on digital brand strategies and the cyber security of digital business assets.

As an active, innovative strategist, thought leader, and author, Vincent is a regular contributor to CSC’s blog, and CircleID, has an engaged following on Twitter® and LinkedIn® and was published in World Trademark Review and Intellectual Asset Management. He is also an industry pioneer as an early inventor of a domain and brand risk assessment patent, a distinguished speaker, and works closely with organizations such as the Cybersecurity Tech Accord and INTA where he serves on the Internet Committee and Future of IP on the Internet Subcommittee.

Vincent has an MBA in marketing from Pace University.